Background picture source: link

Web: https://nevoparudimos.ro/
Once you are selected: martinadf1011@gmail.com
PLEASE,
Organise your trave in order to arrive in Romania punctual !
The arrival day is:

Please remember to write the name of the project in the object of the email:

Organisations and participants number:
Legal name
(original language)

web

Country

N. of
participants

N. of group
leaders

Asociatia Nevo Parudimos

https://nevoparudimos.ro/

Romania

5 (5 Participants
with Fewer
Opportunities)

1

ZDRUZENJE REGIONALNA ROMSKA
OBRAZOVNA MLADINSKA
ASOCIJACIJA KRATOVO

www.rromassn.org

The Republic of
North
Macedonia

5 (5 Participants
with Fewer
Opportunities)

1

1

Greece

5 (5 Participants
with Fewer
Opportunities)

1

Germany

5 (5 Participants
with Fewer
Opportunities)

1

Serbia

5 (5 Participants
with Fewer
Opportunities)

UNITED SOCIETIES OF BALKANS

AMARO FORO - TRANSKULTURELLE
JUGENDSELBSTORGANISATION VON
ROMA UND NICHT-ROMA- E. V.

Serbian Roma Youth Association

www.usbngo.gr

www.amaroforo.de

http://kros.rs/

Logos (if available)

The Nevo Parudimos Association decided to implement this project together with the partners because the statistic
are showing how there is a signiﬁcant disinterest from young people to participate more actively and decide their own
future. At the regional level, in Reșița and Caraș-Severin County, young people participate, according to local and
regional newspapers, only in an insigniﬁcant percentage of the vote, regardless of the elections. We consider that the
desire for involvement would exist, only that the young people are poorly informed on the subject, so they get
preconceived ideas about the voting process, the political class, etc. This phenomenon is even more serious among
young Roma, especially those from poor communities, with limited access to information.

Is to increase the participation of Roma young people in the decision-making process at local, national and European
level.

The objectives of our project are:
1. to encourage a dialogue between the 25 participants from 5 European countries and politicians, during the youth
exchange, for a better understanding of the voting process and active participation;
2. The development of the civic spirit among the 25 young people of Roma ethnicity, during the 8 days of the youth
exchange
3. Increasing the knowledge of the 25 young Roma people about the importance of voting 4. to provide a learning
dimension about state institutions and how they are interconnected, for the 25 young Roma articipants, during the
youth exchange;

The participants will be young Roma, coming from disadvantaged backgrounds and communities facing exclusion and
discrimination, aged between 18-25 years. Leaders will be over 18 years old:
- from Romania will be young people from the Roma communities from the marginalized neighborhoods of Resita
(Mociur, Dealu Mare, Calnic);
- from Greece are young Roma from communities in Thessaloniki and the surrounding area. These young people
face marginalization and discrimination on a daily basis, so most of them have never voted, considering that
they have no decision-making power;
- From Germany are young people from the Roma communities in Berlin, young people with whom the partner
works in many of its activities, and young people who declare themselves ignorant when it comes to active
participation;
- The participants from Macedonia are young Roma from Kratovo, coming from disadvantaged backgrounds and
aﬀected by marginalization and poverty;
- from Serbia are young people from Belgrade aged 18-25, of Roma ethnicity or living in communities in the
suburbs of Belgrade and who have expressed the need to gain more knowledge about state institutions, such as
which works the elections at local, national and international level, as well as the importance of the vote.

-

encouraging a dialogue between the 25 participants from 5 European countries and politicians during the
youth exchange;
better understanding of the voting process and active participation;
development of civic spirit;
increase of the knowledge regarding the importance of voting
providing a learning dimension about state institutions and how they are interconnected.

Timetable of the project ( link ) :
Day n.

Time hour and activity

0

14-19.00
First contact. Introduction to the subject and the Rules of the La Padure camp. Fears, expectations, contributions. First evaluation

1

AM- 9: 00-11
Introduction to the program. Introducing
the Nevo Parudimos team and members name games

11.30 - 13.00
Let's get to know each other!

PM 15.00 - 16.30
Erasmus +

17.00 - 18.30
Treasure hunting - the
discovery of Brebu village

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

Evening
Romanian evening, welcome party
Meeting of leaders

2

AM- 9: 00-11
Youthpass. The 8 key competencies

11.30 - 13.00
Youthpass and Europass CV

PM 15.00 - 16.30
Active citizenship. What
does it mean to be a
citizen of a country?

17.00 - 18.00
World Café! Ways of
participation: petitions,
referendum, voting, open
letter.

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

Evening
Intercultural evening
Meeting of leaders

3

AM- 9: 00-11
Why don't young Roma vote? The
situation in the countries

11.30 - 13.00
I am a young Roma - how can I get
involved civically?

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

In the evening
Campfire
Meeting of leaders

4

AM- 9: 00-11
State institutions + creation of an
interview for the mayors of Resita and
Brebu

11.30 - 13.00
Meeting with a specialist in Political
Science - Ileana Rotaru

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

In the evening
Free evening
Meeting of leaders

5

AM- 9: 00-11
Oxford Debates. Role-playing games

11.30 - 13.00
Oxford Debate - To vote or not, that is
the question

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

Evening
Outdoor movie night
Meeting of leaders

6

AM- 9: 00-13.00
Visit to Brebu - meeting with local
authorities

15: 00-18: 00
Rehearsals + presentation of the play in public space in Brebu

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 19.00
National think tanks

Evening
Interview centralization
Meeting of leaders

7

10: 00-13: 00
Meeting with the mayor of Resita, Ioan
Popa

15: 00-18: 00
Presentation of the play in Resita

18.00 - 18.30
Daily evaluation

18.30 - 20.00
Return to Brebu +
national reflection
groups

Evening
Evaluation of the days in Brebu and Resita and
centralization of the interview
Meeting of leaders

8

9

AM- 9: 00-11 and 11.30 - 13.00
Preparation and completion of dissemination and follow-up of plan and materials

PM 15.00 - 16.30 and 17.00 - 18.00
Political campaigns - how to inform ourselves
correctly and vote smart
PM 15.00 -16.00
My parliament

16.30 - 18.00
Preparation of the play

PM 15.00 - 16.30 and 17.00 - 18.00
Preparation of the play

PM 15.00 - 16.30
Youthpass Assessment - Understanding the learning
process.

17.00 - 18.00
Final evaluation

In the evening
Goodbye party
The final meeting of the leaders

AM- 9: 00-11
Final evaluation Departure of participants after breakfast

Note:
Every day we will have breakfast between 8 and 9, two coffee breaks, lunch at 13-15 and dinner after 19. All sessions will begin with energizations planned by the participants. Before each activity we will check the temperature of each participant and
the project team. If this is higher than 37.3, the persons in question will not be allowed access to activities, they will be isolated and the emergency number 112 will be contacted, and all the imposed norms will be subsequently observed. All common
areas will be disinfected during lunch and coffee breaks. If the weather conditions allow, all activities (including dining) will be organized outside. The participants and the project team, as well as the camp staff will have the obligation to wear a mask
throughout the activities.

Accommodation: location and general conditions
Participants will be accommodated in Tabără (Camp) Marabu, Milcoveni (related links):
Google maps location link: DJ573A, Berliște 327022 ,
Facebook link ,
-

Rooms with 4-5 places, with own bathroom (the distribution in the rooms being made on
the basis of sex).

-

The structure has internet access, activity room and restaurant that provides full board
(we will take into account the food needs of the participants, from application forms).

-

Bed sheets are provided.

-

Accommodation, food and materials during activity days as well as visa costs are fully
covered by the project.

DO NOT FORGET TO TAKE WITH YOU:
-

Personal hygienic products,
Flip ﬂops,
House shoes,
Towel and slippers,
Comfy clothes according to the weather,
Medicines according to your health and needs,
Food and national specialities for the international evening.

How to get to:
Marabu camp?
The best way is from
Reșița
ATTENTION!
Make sure you do not forget to bring
your documents! :

ATTENTION! For all the following solutions a pick-up can be arranged (go
and go back) but only with a specific hour for picking up all (or most) of the
groups, depending on the arrival of last group. Please have in mind that if
we provide transfers we will take the amount from the total of
grant/participant according to the Erasmus+ rules.
Means of arrival / departure

Airplane:
The closest airport is Traian Vuia
Airport from Timisoara (Romania)
Another option is Nikola Tesla
Airport from Belgrade (Serbia)

For your transfers
(go and go back)
For 4

For 8

60 €

100 €

80 €

150 €

-

National Identification Card /
Passport;

Train:
you can travel by train to North Station
Reșița (Gara Reșița Nord

20 €

30 €

-

European Health Insurance
Card;

other means:
It is possible to travel also by bus or car
sharing to Reșița.

20 €

30 €

-

(If you have) a PCR Covid test
(with negative result).

Or
By your own transportation directly to the location of the activities
( ATTENTION! In this case be mindful to collect the receipt of the petrol
station in order to obtain the reimbursement ).

Country

Distance band

Limit/participant Euro

Romania

10 - 99 km

20

The Republic of North Macedonia

100 - 499 km

180

Serbia

500 - 1999 km

275

Greece

500 - 1999 km

275

Germany

500 - 1999 km

275

ATTENTION!
The rules about the reimbursement are in the Erasmus+ Programme Guide 2019 - Version 2 15/01/2019
(the pages pp.85-86 contain the details about that) are related to the distance ( link to distance calculator ).

Travel
reimbursement
WHAT YOU NEED TO COLLECT.
The basic rule is to collect all the
docs directly and indirectly
related to the travel that you
can.

Both, the original
and the digital copy!

● Invoices,
● bank/card transactions,
● e-tickets,
● boarding passes,
● other tickets,
● petrol station receipts,
● etc...
● ALL THAT IS CONNECTED !!

HOW TO BE SURE TO BE FULLY
REIMBURSED?
- Try to ﬁnd the cheapest solution possible!
Skyscanner (link) may be helpful.
- Discuss before buying with with:
- your sending organisation
- the organisers:
martinadf1011@gmail.com
Please remember to write the name of the project in the object of the email:

Info related to COVID-19 :
Due to the Covid-19 situation, will be issued a set of rules for preventive measures, the
participants will be informed about restrictions, rules and regulations in Romania.
The participants will get masks and hand sanitizers each day.
ATTENTION!
Eventual expenditure for the COVID test (speciﬁcally the PCR), which can be asked to
travel between countries (generally by airplane) can be included in the travel budget
but cannot go over the maximum reimbursement for the Travel costs established
according to the Erasmus+ rules.
The same goes for extras such as:
- Travel insurance,
- Extensions/cancellations,
- Additional Medical insurance,
- Luggages (8-12 kg should suﬃce).
ATTENTION!
- NO OTHER EXTRAS IS RECOMMENDED, YOU RISK NOT BEING REIMBURSED
FOR THEM!!!
- REMEMBER ! COLLECT ALL THE PROOFS OF THE TEST AND THE PAYMENT IN
YOUR NAME !

We will respect all
sanitary and
legally
recommended
measures
to prevent the
spread
of the virus.

Other useful information…
●

The currency - In Romania the currency is RON, we do not use Euro.
The exchange rate can change but usually is like this 1 Euro = 4.9 Lei.
Do not exchange for less than 4.5 Lei.
Life in Romania is usually cheaper than other European Countries.
You can use almost everywhere your credit cards (Visa, Mastercard, etc).

●

Health insurance - All partners have the responsibility in assisting the participants for obtaining the EHIC (European Health
Insurance Card) which is free, or the participants will take care of this aspect by themselves.
In Romania the Emergency services in Hospitals are free (let’s hope it doesn’t come to this).

●

Clothing and weather - as the weather can change from one day to another, we suggest you to have comfortable clothes and
shoes for both situations, and be prepared in case of raining (which is most likely).
In general, the weather in summer is quite warm but can be also capricious! The average temperatures are 30-35° Celsius
during the day, and the night at 15-20° Celsius. We suggest you to bring along mosquito protection to ensure your comfort
while staying in Romania. You can even bring your swimming suit; we can never know what opportunities for relaxing in our free
time can come.

●

Romania Time Zone: UTC + 2

●

ATTENTION ! If you have allergy to dust, pollen and other plants, please take the appropriate medicine with you !

A the end of the
activities the
participants will
receive a Youthpass
Certiﬁcate

Have FUN
and share
HAPPINESS!

For eco-friendly sharing:

Remember that each one of
us is a cultural ambassador:
Fight unpleasant cliché with
good manners and kindness.
Scan the QR code to
download the
Infopack and have it
all time with you.
Will be easier to send
to anybody else!

